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Dear Members and Friends of the 
Camargo Hunt, 
  

As the formal hunt season winds 
down this year, the Camargo Hunt has 
created a new iteration of the Hunt 
Newsletter. Your cubbing reporters have 
marked the occasion by changing the 
name of the newsletter to what you see 
on the cover. This name was plucked 
from a video clip of an entire hunt on the 
homepage of the MFHA.  
 We must pay homage to Anne 
Shepherd and Carla Babcock, who year 
after year published the newsletter at 
regular intervals for a decade. Without 
their guidance and help, we would not 
have been able to create this new version 
in the limited time available. Fortunately, 
the groundwork was sound, and we took 
a cue from all that they did in matters of 
layout and style to bring this newly 
revamped issue to you today.  
 Thanks to all of the members of 
the Hunt who sent in pictures, articles, 
minutes, and committee reports to create 
an account of the year gone by. We look 
forward to bringing the news to you in 
the issues to come.  
 
 

Frank Welsh  
Susan Stuart 

 

With special thanks to, 
Emma Holland, Ursuline Academy 
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Tally Ho Gala 
May 11, 2013 

The Tally Ho Gala, held on May 11, 2013, at the 
Crosley Estate, Pinecroft, was the first ever combined Hunt 
Ball and Puppy Auction. The event started with cocktails and 
a silent auction, followed by a splendid fox hunting 
demonstration in the backyard of the Pinecroft mansion.  
Mounted fox hunters sailed over jumps, ably led by the 
Masters and Danny Kerr, Huntsman, with hounds and horns 
aflying. The puppy-naming auction was held after dinner, 
dessert, and dancing. The committee chairs were Jenna and 
Andrew Bowen, enthusiastically assisted by Carla and 
John Babcock, Suzanne Baird, Judith Davis, Shelli 
Gilman, Carol Hake, Jan Jungclas, JoAnn and Jack 
Kuntz, Sarah Lucas, Dale Mattingly, Cora Ogle, Libby 
Ott and Deb Plettner.  One hundred forty-five auction items 
were donated by members and sponsors. A painting of a 
couple of hounds by Leslie Shiels and a “Trojan Horse” 
statue were auctioned off live in addition to four puppies for 
naming. The naming rights to the puppies were awarded to 
the highest bidders with the understanding that they would 
give them names beginning with the letter C.   

The commercial sponsors of the Tally Ho Gala were 
Key Private Bank, PNC Bank, OnPower Incorporated, The 
Skulks, Cincinnati Therapeutic Riding and Horsemanship, 
Lischkge Motors, Parker Farms, and the Brennan Equine 
Welfare Fund. Individual sponsors included Julie and Phil 
Myers, Carla and John Babcock, Judith and Larry Davis, 
Dianne and Jerry Kersting, JoAnn and Jack Kuntz, 
Brenda and Morley Thompson, Shelli and Gregory 
Gilman, Heath and Courtney Ball, Suzanne Baird, Jenna 
and Andrew Bowen (Chairmen), Cathy Jacob, Barb and 
Gary Kreider, Edyth Lindner, Sue Lora, Patrick and 
Natalie Nesbitt, Linda Pavey, John F. Steele, Sr., 
Rosemary and Frank Welsh, and Claudia and John 
Zanotti. The turnout included 211 members and guests. At 
least twenty percent of the annual budget of the Hunt was 
raised. At the board meeting in June, the chairmen, Jenna 
and Andrew Bowen, received a tremendous round of 
applause to thank them for their success. 

“One hundred forty- 
five auction items 
were donated by 

members and 
sponsors. A painting 
of a couple of hounds 
by Leslie Shiels and a 
“Trojan Horse” statue 

were auctioned off 
live in addition to four 
puppies for naming.”  

Left to Right: 
Andi Mulisano, Carla Babcock, 
Risa Berlin, and Micky Quinn 



 
 

 
  

The Pace Event was held on April 6, 2013. Sixty-
five riders participated. Half were Camargo Hunt members. 
Courtney Ball served as grill master for the sumptuous 
lunch that followed. Winners of this combined riding and 
wagering event were Susanne Baird and Connie 
Palazzolo. 

Deb Plettner and the Pace committee organized the 
event, taking in twice the expected fees for the occasion. 
 

Spring Pace 
April 2013 

Summer Trail Rides 
Summer 2013 

 
Two of the three summer trail rides 

were held this season. The ride scheduled 
for May 18 was weathered out without 
replacement.  

 On June 8, the Perin Family 
invited the Camargo Hunt to their thirty- 
two hundred acre farm in Brown County, 
Ohio. The ride was hosted by Carla and 
John Babcock, Beth Compton, JoAnne 
Kuntz, and Sue Lora. This new fixture has 
been approved by the MFHA. Trail rides 
were conducted for hilltoppers on the south 
side of the river, led by John Babcock, 
and, the hillclimbers on the other side of the 
river, led by Morley Thompson. However, 
the terrain on each side was remarkably 
similar. The bring-to-share was held in an 
old barn on the property.  

On June 29, Jim and Deb Plettner 
and Brian McNabb hosted a trail ride at 
Phantom Ridge Farm in Owen County, 
Kentucky. While the scent of the fox may 
not cling to the ground in warm summer 
weather, at least the weather was warm and 
sunny on each occasion, epic contrast with 
the hunt season that followed in the winter 
of 2013-2014.  
 

Spring & Summer  

Suzanne and Connie 



 
 

 
  

The formal opening of the hunt season and 
blessing of the hounds of 2014 was a charming event 
organized by chairpersons JoAnn and Jack Kuntz. 

The opening and blessing was held at the Little 
Red Schoolhouse complete with French horn players 
Mark Kenyon and Doug Jones, who were sponsored by 
Bonnie Geiger and Connie Palazzolo and arranged by 
Connie Palazzolo’s son, Michael Wheatly. Michael wrote 
the music, and the musicians added an air of elegance to 
the occasion.  The French horns echoed the custom of 
hunting horns popular in France.  A substantial turnout of 
people, dogs, and horses made for plenty of activity during 
the occasion.   

Set-up volunteers included Carla Babcock, Sue 
Lora, Harriet Pansing, Carol Hake, Dale Mattingly, 
Natalie Nesbitt, and JoAnn Kuntz. Natalie Nesbitt 
reserved the Little Red Schoolhouse; the St. Hubert medals 
were ordered from an online Catholic Church discount 
store. Stirrup cups and brunch were provided by Sue Lora, 
Beth and Doug Compton, Amanda and David 
Cawdrey, JoAnn and Jack Kuntz, Harriet Pansing and 
Paula Watters. The tally-ho wagon ride was sponsored by 
Carla and John Babcock. Decorations were brought by 
Carol Hake, Dale Mattingly, and  
 
 

Judith Davis, with favors by Suzanne Baird and 
Carla Babcock. Wine was brought by Kerry 
Daus, Dale Mattingly and Natalie Nesbitt and 
beer by Laura Benza and Jim and Deb 
Plettner. Ice was provided by Jennifer 
Kahmann and Beth and Doug Compton. Clean 
up volunteers included John Babcock, Frank 
Welsh, Jerry Kersting, Beth Compton and 
JoAnn Kuntz.  Each and every horse, dog, and 
rider received a blessing from Terrace Park rector 
Rev. Darren Elin and a St. Hubert medal. 

The day was overcast, and the ride 
commenced on the back edge of the parking lot 
of the Little Red Schoolhouse with great dignity, 
somewhat dampened by a misting rain. When the 
hill toppers broke into the open field at the foot of 
the hill, it was pouring down rain, and they were 
soaked.  However, they did learn they could ride 
in the rain as well as anyone. The brunch was a 
great comfort after the rigors of the hunt. Game 
was scarce on the day, but the formal hunt season 
was once again opened in great style. 
 

Formal Opening and 
 Blessing of the Hounds 

 

October 2013 

Beth Clinch and Tag 

 

Reverend Darren Elin  
blesses horses, riders,  
and hounds 

James Thoms, Photografica 



 
 

  



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
  

Ladies Dinner 
Kenwood Country Club 

Ladies Dinner 

Clockwise from above left:  
Julie, Karen, and Gloria  

Bobbi and Jan 
Connie and Natalie 



 
 

 

 

Most Traditional: Maria Kneipp of Kneipp Farms  

Most Innovative: Melanie Drury 

 

Best Beverage: Jennifer Gibson 

 
  Left: John and Carla Babcock in England 

Best Main Dish: Kyle Lehman for Armadillo Eggs Chef Jimmy Gibson and Friends 



 
 

 

 
Annual Events 2014   
Annual Meeting and Dinner - Wednesday, April 9, 6 p.m. 

• 6:00   Business Meeting     
• 7:00   Dinner                        

 
Hunt Ball – Roaring 20’s Ball – Saturday, May 10, 6 p.m. - Orchard Farm, 4600 Drake Road, Indian Hill 

• Cocktails, Horses & Hounds Demonstration 
• Silent & Live Auctions - Dinner & Dancing 
• Contact: Andrew & Jenna Bowen - andrew.bowen@keybank.com or jennifergbowen@yahoo.com 

 
Summer Trail Rides – Guests Welcome! 

• May 18: Camargo Kennels, Burlington, KY- lunch hosted by Jen Kahmann & Melanie Drury 
• June 21: Whitewater Park, Liberty, Indiana - lunch hosted by Suzanne Baird & JoAnn Kuntz 
• July 13: Vespers - hosted by Connie Palazzolo & Dale Mattingly 
• Contact: JoAnn Kuntz, (513) 238‐3342 or joannkuntz@gmail.com 

 
Indian Hill 4th of July Parade - Friday, July 4, 10 a.m. 

• Meet in the parking lot behind Cincinnati Country Day School, Given Road. Be mounted by 9AM 
• Bring to share after parade - social members & friends welcome! 

 
Clinics 2014   
 Hunt & Jump Clinic - August 16, 9 a.m. - Owen County Hunt Country, Kentucky 

• Levels include Advanced & Intermediate Jumpers, Fast & Slow Hilltoppers 
• Lunch included 
• Contact: Trena Kerr (859) 250-5473 or tjseclk@aol.com 

 
  Labor Day --‐ Monday, September 1, Clippinger Field: Stirrup Cup - 7:30 a.m.; Hunt – 8 a.m.; Breakfast - 10 a.m. 
 
Shows 2014  
74th Annual Camargo Hunter Trials - Saturday, October 4, 8 a.m., Clippinger Field, Indian Hill 

• Sanctioned by OHJA and KHJA, Open, Qualified & Jr. classes, Open, Qualified & Jr. paces 
• Vendors, sponsors, food, tailgate competition -  something for everyone! 
• Contact: Deb Plettner (513) 382-4176 or ddplettner@gmail.com 

 
Paces 2014   
 Indian Hill Fall Pace - Saturday, October 4, 8 a.m., Clippinger Field, Indian Hill 

• Contact for entry or to volunteer: Deb Plettner (513) 382‐4176 or ddplettner@gmail.com 
 Blessing of the Hounds/Opening of Formal Season - Saturday, October 11 - Clippinger Field, Indian Hill 

• Chairs: JoAnn & Jack Kuntz, (513) 238-3342 or joannkuntz@gmail.com 
 
 Junior Hunt  - Date and Details TBA 

 
   

 

                
   

              
   

 

Calendar of Events 

2014 Calendar 
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Calendar of Events 2014 Below: Karolyn Kritikos,  
Dave Sanders and Tracy Conrad 

Above: Carla Babcock and hound 
Left: Barb Kreider and the Hilltoppers 

Kritikos Breakfast in (the) Bed (of a Truck) 
 



 
 

 
   The Hunter Trials 



 
 

  

The 74rd Annual Camargo Hunter Trials: 
October 4, 2014 

The 73rd Annual Camargo Hunter Trials were held 
Saturday, October 5, 2013. This signature event of the 
Camargo Hunt was organized by a hardworking committee 
including Deb Plettner, Clara Blair, Laura Gleason, Carol 
Hake, Katrina Kerr, Susan Lora, Dale Mattingly, Brian 
McNabb, and Paula and Tory Watters. Phil Myers and 
Jerry Kersting organized the pace. The day of the event, a 
crew of sixty pitched in to lighten the labors of all. Two full 
trailer loads of stands and jumps were again provided by 
Janice Holmes of Holmestead Stables, with the help of her 
students who assisted in the set up and take down of the small 
ring. The competitions began with a pace, and Janice’s 
students came in first and second. In 2013, there were 87 
registrants in 411 different classes, while in 2012, there were 
106 competitors in 474 classes. Dale Mattingly ably 
assembled the many trophies, old and new, stirrup cups, and 
the award ribbons to make the day memorable. 

Derbies were held for the second year in a row to 
more closely reproduce the hunt field with taller, narrower 
fences, ditches, gates, banks, walls, and hedges. The 
approaches to the jumps in the derbies vary greatly. Riders 
are rewarded for choosing more challenging routes through 
the jumps. The Hunter Jumper Association encourages 
courses that “reward brilliance and daring from the rider and 
athletic ability from the horses.” The judges were Pat Pierce, 
who judged out of the goodness of her heart, and Shelly 
Mann, from Kentucky. Hunter Derbies come with cash 
prizes: $1000 for the 3’ class, $500 for the 2’6” class, and 
$500 for working hunter pairs.  

Among the winners of the Camargo Hunter Trials 
Competitions were John McCain of the Miami Valley Hunt, 
Qualified Fox Hunter Pace; Connie Palazzolo and Suzanne 
Baird of the Camargo Hunt, Qualified Hunter Pace; Frank 
Welsh and Susan Stuart, your editors, Qualified Fox 
Hilltoppers Pace. In the Open Hilltoppers Pace, Kelly Burtke 
and Kelly Cantuna were first, and Cheryl Steele and 
Suzanne Mohr were second. The winner of the 2’6” Hunter 

           
         

         
        

        
           

             
           

        
           

         

Derby was Cassie Speagle of the Camargo Hunt riding 
Bolero, and the winner of the 3’ Hunter Derby was 
Kassandra Parker of the Camargo Hunt. Second was Alex 
Haskell, daughter of hunt members Marty and Valerie 
Haskell. Max Watters, son of Tori Watters, was third.  

The weather was only mildly cooperative, a 
harbinger of the winter to follow. The morning was cool 
and cloudy, with only a little sunshine. Rain held off until 
late in the day when a mist dampened the proceedings 
during the final rides.  

Program ad sales were especially robust, with color 
ads for the first time this year. The Jeff Wyler Automotive 
Family was our corporate sponsor. There were seventy- 
three tailgate picnic spreads, fifteen more than the last year. 
Maserati and Borcherding Buick brought several fancy cars 
to add to the spectacle. The gate was somewhat lower this 
year, at four hundred eleven.  

Tailgate judges were Chef Jimmy Gibson of 
Jimmy G’s located on Elm Street in downtown Cincinnati 
and Chef Jose Salazar of Salazar Restaurant and Bar 
located in Over the Rhine. Seven of the most notable 
tailgate picnics were as follows:  

Gallerie Farms of West Chester’s spread featured 
a chocolate and white sheet cake decorated to look like 
Clippinger Field. Green fondant frosting formed the field 
and was trimmed with jumps, flowers, and a big blue 
ribbon- all edible! 

Findaway Farm sported a circus theme with a tent, 
fortune teller, and a fun house, complete with popcorn and 
cotton candy. Mark Speagle and Bark Arnett—in full 
clown regalia—served up coneys with all the trimmings. 
Julia Myers pronounced the coneys “absolutely lovely.” 

Kneipp Farms presented “Votre Jardin,” serving 
home-grown meat and produce. The menu included stuffed 
pork tenderloin, smoked pheasant, grilled venison, and beef 
sliders cooked on the grill. Even the beverages were locally 
produced—Buckeye vodka from Dayton, beer from Mt.  

         
           

         
        

        
       

        
       

         
            
          

   The Hunter Trials 

73rd Annual Camargo Hunter Trials 



 
 

 

Carmel and wine from Versailles, Indiana.   
Veteran tailgater David Sanders recruited Rick 

Verkamp to set the scene for his feast at this year’s Hunter 
Trials. Verkamp arrived with a shiny 1930 Model A Ford 
pickup and a 1950 John Deere tractor. Sanders’ hospitality 
always attracts a lively young crowd. 

Karolyn and Chris Kritikos swept the Best of 
Show with “Breakfast in (the) Bed (of a truck).” A specially 
built staircase with a spindled handrail lead up to bountiful 
spread of smoked salmon, truffled eggs, and apfelkuchen 
with cream sauce. A chilled mimosa welcomed guests. 
First-time tailgaters, the Kritikos celebrated their blue 
ribbon and promised to return next year.   

Holmestead Stables offered an array of homey 
comestibles. Proprietor Janice Holmes said she was at the 
barn by 6:00 a.m. and wanted to have plenty of good food 
to maintain energy levels for herself and her students—a 
number of whom competed in the day’s events. 

One of the more enticing entries was Laura 
Kovacs’ Chanticleer Farms, LLC. Laura and Frank 
Kovacs have owned Chanticleer Farms since 2000. They 
have seven stalls and one horse. Laura specializes in 
dealing with difficult horses and riders who come for 
instruction on their own horse. An early owner of the farm 
was Peggy Blaser, the first female huntsman for the 
Camargo Hunt. The farm is one of five in an 89-acre gated 
equestrian community off State Rte. 131 in the Day Heights 
neighborhood of rural Milford. The Chanticleer Farms 
tailgate picnic featured a comfy living room setting 
recreated under cover (in view of the weather) for the day 
and special dishes: a persimmon pudding made with 
persimmons right on the farm and a blood orange-flavored 
drink mixed with Moscato wine. The entire setup was 
designed and set up by Sandy Goode. The food was 
provided by Sandy, Laura Kovacs and Linda Walsh. 
Spirits ran high throughout the day at the Chanticleer Farms 
tailgate picnic.  
 

Special Thanks to All for Support of 
Hunter Trials 

 
Village of Indian Hill Service Department 

 
Judge’s truck courtesy of Jeff Wyler Automotive 

Family 
 

Small ring jumps courtesy of 
 Holmestead Stables 

 
Apple Cart Jump built by Dr. Bryan McNabb, Max 

and Matthew Watters 
 

Larry and Judith Davis and the employees of 
OnPower for their efforts on our outside course 

improvements 
 

Laura Miller Gleason of Miller Gallery for the design 
and production of the 2013 Camargo Hunter Trials 

program 
 

Carla Babcock for the design and creation of the jump 
sponsors signs 

 
Judges Jimmy Gibson of Jimmy G’s and Jose Salazar 

of Salazar Restaurant and Bar 
 

Suzanne Fischer, Official Photographer of Camargo 
Hunter Trials 

 



 
 

  

It’s the (Stupid) Weather 
 
Natalie Nesbitt reports that 40 hunts 

were held in 2012-2013. The turnout on 
weekends and named hunts such as the 
Blessing, Thanksgiving Day, and Junior Hunt 
was always strong. Smaller, but loyal, groups 
hunted on Tuesdays. The Tuesday hunts were 
held in Indian Hill and at Camargo Kennels 
in Burlington, Kentucky. Weekend hunts 
were held in Indian Hill, Clermont County, 
Brown County, and Owen County Kentucky. 
Thirty hunts were held during the 2013-2014 
season as of March 1, 2014. 

There is the potential to end the 
season with as many hunts as last year, 
despite the weather. Severe weather took out 
2-3 weeks of hunting in a row this winter. 
Otherwise, riders turned out this year as they 
did last year, persuaded to attend by the great 
bring-to-share spreads, even if the weather 
wasn’t so great.  

One of the most notable cancellations 
during summer of 2013 was the Indian Hill 
4th of July Parade. Rain started at about 8:30 
a.m. and got heavier and heavier as parade 
time approached. It was pouring buckets 
during parade time. Danny Kerr had come 
with a trailer full of horses, and several others 
put in an appearance, but no one rode. The 
whole parade was cancelled for the first time 
in 25 years. Hopefully, all the heavy weather 
is behind us now and happy days are here 
again.  

Becky Trasser, assisted by Natalie Nesbitt, held the 
traditional Junior Hunt on November 3, 2013, at Camargo Kennels. 
Five juniors bravely faced the rain along with other members of the 
hunt. The game was chased clear out of the fixture. Laura Benza 
and Beth Compton hosted the stirrup cup, while Dale Mattingly 
and Natalie Brewerly organized the bring-to-share afterward. 
Becky looks forward to holding the junior hunt again in 2014, 
which is typically held on Thanksgiving weekend. 

Junior Hunt 
November 3, 2013 

 

 
 
 

Fall/Winter 

Laura and Beth at the Camargo Kennels cabin  



 
 

  

Camargo Hunt, Inc, Treasurer’s Report 
February 28, 2014 

 
The fiscal year for The Camargo Hunt ends on May 31, 2014. This report covers nine months of operations using cash basis 
accounting.  In past years, this report covered ten months of operations.  
 
As of the above date, we had operating cash of $1,756.02. Our savings account balance is $52,542.5, and our health 
reimbursement account is $96.10.  All accounts are maintained at PNC Bank, using the Madeira office. 
 
Our savings account balance represents the remaining proceeds from the sale of both our Owen County partial land interest as 
well as the sale of some land around our kennels in Burlington, Kentucky. To date we have needed to borrow $10,000.00 from 
our saving account to cover operating expenses, as our cash flow from dues and special fund raising events does not follow 
exactly our operating cash needs. Our original annual budget calls for a positive cash flow of $6,781.00 prior to depreciation 
expense of $2,774.00. The annual budget is an estimate of revenues and expenses and can vary upward or downward from actual 
revenues and expenses. 
 
Including our cash balances mentioned above, our total assets are $564,135.54. However, $462,673.90 of our non-cash assets of 
$509,740.54 are represented by our investment in the hunt barn, the hunt house where Danny and Trena’s family formerly lived, 
the hunt club house, and the hunt kennels.  It is unknown at this time the exact current value of these assets.  
 
Our current nine-month operating statement shows a loss of $26,487.51.  We expect the balance of our outstanding dues of 
around $25,000.00 to come in prior to the annual meeting. We also expect to net in excess of $30,000.00 from the Founders’ 
Ball, which is a combination of the Hunt Ball and the old Puppy Auction. 
 
We lose and gain new riding, social, and limited riding members each year, and the revenue from new initiation fees and dues 
represents about 65% of our total revenue.  Existing members are the best source of new members, and your recruiting of 
prospects is important. 
 
                    POSITIVE ITEMS TO THE BUDGET YTD 
 

1. Limited rider dues revenues are $6,000.00 over budget. 
2. Horse vet, shoeing and misc. expenses are $2,000.00 under budget. 
3. Property repair expenses are $2,500.00 under budget. 
4. Hunter Trials net revenue was $4,500.00 over budget. 

 
  NEGATIVE ITEMS TO THE BUDGET YTD 
    

1. Capping fee revenue is $1,800.00 under budget. 
2. Barn facility charges are $500.00 under budget. 
3. Senior initiation fees are $3,000.00 under budget. 
4. Property Insurance expense is $1,750.00 over budget. 
5. Fuel costs are $500.00 over budget. 
6. Owen County Pace event elimination was an $1,800.00 negative. 
7. Fox and Flask Wine event revenue is $1,000.00 under budget. 
8. Having no Gourmet Dinner event is a $4,000.00 negative. 
    

Bad weather and many hunt cancellations created some of the shortages of revenues this year as well as higher costs for utilities 
and repairs now and in the near future. Our cash balances provide us the cushion for these unexpected events, but membership 
expansion solves all financial problems and provides us with extra resources for an expanded program and services. 
 
The Founders’ Ball on May 10th is a very important event to bring our current negative operating numbers out of the red and into 
the black, so I encourage 100% participation from our membership. 
 

Julie Myers 
      Treasurer 



 
 

 
 
  

New Members for 2013-2014: 
 

Vicki and Tedd Byer 
Lori and Wes Baker 

Jayson and Kerry Daus 
Janice Holmes (Reinstated) 

Kassandra Parker 
Alan and Susan Stuart 

Pam Popp (New Applicant) 
 

 

 

Historical Footnote 
Adapted from Indian Hill Equestrian Club Donates to Green 

Areas Bridle Trail Fund by Pam Middendorf, Indian Hill Bulletin 
 

The trails were originally developed in the 1920’s by the 
founding families of Indian Hill. These far-sighted individuals were 
interested in escaping the urban core and leading a country lifestyle in 
the natural beauty of the area. Many of them enjoyed horses and 
foxhunting, which led them to form the Camargo Hunt in 1925. The 
original landowners cleared riding trails between their estates so they 
could arrive swiftly to the early morning hunts during the fall and 
winter. Until 1941, the trails were privately maintained by landowners. 
In 1941, the Village incorporated which allowed shaping the community 
so as to retain and preserve its rural character. In 1946, the Green Areas 
Trust was established to permanently preserve the natural landscape. 
From the original donation of 38 acres by Julius Fleischmann, the Trust 
has grown to over 2,800 acres with 150 miles of riding trails.  

Over the years, the Village staff has done an exemplary job of 
maintaining and clearing the paths to keep riders and horses safe. 
However, with the loss of inheritance tax revenue (“death tax”) and the 
downturn in the economy, the Village had been forced to trim their 
operating budget. In the mid-2000’s, the Parks and Recreation Division, 
which is responsible for trail maintenance, had a full-time staff of six 
people. Out of these six full-time employees, only one was assigned 
full- time to the trails, and six college students were hired during the 
summer months to help clear trails. Today, in 2014, there are two part-
time employees (24 hours/week) hired seasonally (May-October) to 
cover the same responsibilities. 

Because the trail system covers such an extensive area, bridle 
trail licenses, which follow the rider, not the horse, have been a hard sell 
for the Village. Since these dollars go directly to trail maintenance, the 
first and only rule that the Indian Hill Equestrian Club established was 
that all riding members must have a current bridle trail license. It just 
seemed like the right thing to do. IHEC efforts and day pass sales at the 
Camargo Hunt’s Hunter Trials increased in the bridle trail fund revenue 
in 2013 by 33%. In addition, the Club donated 50% of their 2013 annual 
dues to the Fund.  

While bridle trail maintenance and preservation is obviously 
important to horseback riders, the trails are an important piece of our 
Village fabric for all residents. The original vision for a rural, natural 
environment so close to downtown makes Indian Hill unique, perhaps in 
the U.S. Virtually every upscale community today has top-notch 
recreational facilities, walking paths, and park-like settings, but where 
else do you see horses walking down the street or cantering through a 
field? Bobbi Hart of Comey & Shepherd, who specializes in equestrian 
properties, says, “Nothing so defines our community as the green space 
and riding trails of Indian Hill. As beautiful as other communities are, 
few, if any, have the special attraction of the trails which provides a 
unique draw and increased value to the homes and property in the 
Village.” 

 
 
 
 

Footnotes 

Danny Kerr, Huntsman 



 
 

 
 

The Camargo Hunt is currently accepting applications for new members. 
Social and various levels of riding memberships are available. 

 

Contact: Hunt Secretary, Natalie Nesbitt at (513) 561‐ 4588 or 
purple@reagan.com, or the Hunt’s website at www.camargohunt.org. 

 

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL 
 

2014-2015 
 

Delete box or place a tag line or quote here. Delete box or place a tag line or quote here. 
 
 

 
5555 Street Address, 

City, State 55555 

Shipping Address  
5555 Street Address 

City, State 55555 
 

WWW.WEBADDRESS.COM 
 

 

Membership 
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